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Import raw data (optional) Define an analysis region (optional) Generate a graphical display and export simulation files (optional) Export results in ABAQUS, IGES or STEP format (optional) Perform necessary calculations Efficiently deal with 3D surfaces of woven textile materials The calculation engine allows you to deal with surfaces of the textiles samples. You can easily select the type of surfaces and
their processing, for example: Detail of surfaces Linear or planar surfaces 3D surfaces (polar surface, flat surface, vectorial surfaces) TexGen Advanced Features: Support of specific solvers: List of solvers supported by TexGen User interface to decide which solvers to be used by TexGen Support of different meshes: List of meshes supported by TexGen User interface to decide which meshes to be used by
TexGen Support of specific analysis region: List of analysis regions supported by TexGen User interface to decide which analysis regions to be used by TexGen Support of mixed solvers: List of solvers supported by TexGen User interface to decide which solvers to be used by TexGen Support of different coeff: List of coeffs supported by TexGen User interface to decide which coeffs to be used by TexGen
Support of CAD List of CAD options supported by TexGen User interface to decide which CAD options to be used by TexGen TexGen also supports easy evaluation of certain textiles parameters with the use of functions such as The-Tex-Properties::Mean-Twill, etc. Support of Textile Parameters List of Textile Parameters supported by TexGen User interface to decide which Textile Parameters to be used
by TexGen Support of Textile Consistency List of Textile Consistency supported by TexGen User interface to decide which Textile Consistency to be used by TexGen Support of Textile Fabric List of Textile Fabric supported by TexGen User interface to decide which Textile Fabric to be used by TexGen References External links Category:Computer-aided engineering software for Windows
Category:Numerical software for Windows Category:Scientific simulation software Category:Computer-aided engineering software for LinuxSoftware
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Build-up the physical properties of textiles using the innovative approach of an easy to use 3D workspace. Build-up the physical properties of textiles using the innovative approach of an easy to use 3D workspace. Copyright (C) 2013 AVL AG Have questions? Here you can find a list of FAQs, show-cases and other useful information concerning TexGen: TEXGEN FAQ: Frequently Asked Questions Here
you can find a list of frequently asked questions regarding the TexGen 3D workspace: The application must be used with the following versions of the IGES-Format: IGES11-IGES7 The application can work with the following BIM applications: Autodesk Revit, Autodesk Civil 3D, 3DS Max (3DS Max v2013 or higher) Create standard textile objects: TexGen includes different textile fabrics which you can
use to easily build-up your models. All parameters can be saved in material and data files. The textures of these fabrics can be exported to other formats. For all fabrics the standard fabric properties, like material, diameter, pile height, pile density and weight are listed in the view. You can quickly assign the fabrics to meshes (tool in the upper left corner of the workspace). There you can create also meshes for
the textile according to your need. Select fabric and press RMB (right mouse button) on it to access the fabric properties. Select properties->Rules->material->settings. Type the color of your choice and assign the properties. Please note: you have to edit the material properties for each individual fabric. Select mesh and press RMB on it. Select properties->Rules->settings and enter the fabric color which you
want to apply on the mesh. Set the parameter "Used on manual and scaled faces". For further details about the system settings, please have a look at the Autodesk Service for Users Manual. Import standard textile objects: Import a textile object from the library. After assigning a fabric to the mesh, please press the "Load" button of the fabric properties to save the properties to your file. Create a new fabric
using the load/save button TexGen is licensed as freeware under the GNU General Public License version 3. Autodesk is a registered trademark of Autodesk, Inc., and/or its 6a5afdab4c
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The main objective is to provide a user-friendly and easy-to-use interface for engineers to quickly predict the performance of woven textiles and textile composites. The software uses the same graphical interface as any other DICOM viewer to import and export models, including the components tab. Once the components are added, it will automatically handle the import of 3D mesh file formats such as
VAN, 3DINO and NURBS. Another important feature is to follow the weaving and knitting process for given textiles. The user can easily export various 3D models to ABAQUS, IGES and STEP. Supported Format and Geometry Extraction: ABAQUS, IGES, STEP, NETGEN and Mesh Format. Mesh File and Thread Format Supported: OBJ, DAE, STL, DGN, AMF, POV, STL, DXF and IGS. Provides
Uncompress Software for Windows. What's New in Version 1.2 - 9 new 1:1 or 1:2 topology models are now added - A new weaving thread creation tool has been added in the "Construction" section of the program. 3D Graphics and modeling software Category: Graphics 2D graphics is a powerful and convenient application to edit pictures, use 3D graphics. 2D graphics includes image editing, digitization,
dynamic simulation, ink-jet printer, camera, flash and scanner. PAINT 2D is a cross-platform painting application for Windows 95, 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8, 8.1, and 10, that can be used for image editing, drawing, digital composition, page layout, and other graphics production or presentation tasks. PAINT 2D supports a variety of image formats (including BMP, GIF, JPG, JPEG, ICO, PCX, PNG, PSD, TIFF,
TGA, and WMF). Microsoft Office Image Editor is a powerful image editing utility to extract or process images. It also can create e-mail attachments and hyperlinks to the images. The software features a plug-in architecture that enables developers to create and sell additional tools to enhance the functionality of Microsoft Office Image Editor. 3D GRAPHCAMMER is a free modeling and 3D drawing
software with tools for 3D drawing and rendering, geometry, text and math and plenty of other features. 3D GRAPHIC makes the process of creating 3D graphics quick and

What's New In TexGen?
------------- TexGen - The software to handle a very important step in textile composites design and analysis: the calculation of the extensional, torsional and shear properties of a woven textile. In addition to these common properties, the basic program can calculate other engineering properties, such as stretch modulus, VTT & ITA. Several graphical tools are provided for exporting data to popular formats. If
necessary, the program can import data from its own internal or external database. Supported inputs formats are: BEM, GCM, STEP, IGES, PTC, SHELLZ, IMS, UMAT, STRAYS, CMC, STABIL, GAMMA, GAMMA2, JFM, GMA, GMA2, JFM2, GMAZ2, JFMZ2, CPA, TABS, FABS, ILPX, LDM, CHM, JEPS, JEPS3, JEPS4, OOG, VOP. Supported Output Formats: ------------------------ - ABAQUS:
IFFLA, IFFLS, IFLA, IFLS, UMATB, UMATB2. - CGTMesh: GCM, CGTM, CGTM2. - STEP files - MESH - IGES files TexGen Features: ---------------- - The basic module can be used in stand-alone mode or in a graphical environment (through COM objects) to manage and export up to 1200 textile designs. - A very useful scripting language allows you to automate the calculation and export of various
engineering properties: * Polynomial approximation of data, given a set of data points * Logarithmic interpolation of data, given a set of data points * Paths (connected or simply) * Polynomial smooth curves * Import from external databases. * Import from common formats (STEP, IGES, STL) * Fast calculations, through the use of 4 cores * Export to several common formats (ABAQUS, STEP, IGES) *
Export to databases (ILPX, MUMH, CACM, STS) * Graphical Export, graphical or printing (paths) * Printing * Manual and automatic calculation of the properties. - TexGen supports Textile and Composite parts. - Several Graphic Tools provided to export and plot properties. - The program includes the
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System Requirements For TexGen:
System requirements: PC: - CPU: 2.8 GHz Dual-Core - RAM: 4 GB - DVD: Windows XP, Vista, 7 - HDD: 25 GB of free space MAC: - CPU: 2.0GHz Dual-Core - RAM: 4GB - DVD: Mac OS X 10.6 Snow Leopard, 10.7 Lion - HD: 25 GB of free space - HDI: 1280x800 - VRAM:
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